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INTRODUCTION

Coastal areas, whether urban or wilderness, hold a particular fascination for most of us.
The feel of wind and water, and the sound and smells we associate with the coast, play
significant roles in this appeal. It is what our eyes sense, however, and the associations they
conjure in our minds, that usually dominate our attraction to the land-water edge.

Coastal zone management, a recent priority in our national policy, is a response to
increasing competition for this comp!ex strip of limited resources. Declining visual quality is
one of these limited resources. It also is an elusive, intangible resource which is difficult to
quantify or define precisely.

This collection of articles is intended for the general reader who is curious about what
landscape visual quahty is and how it can be considered in coastal management decisions.
These articles are previously published products of a research project sponsored by the New
York Sea Grant Institute between l974 and ! 978, at the School of Landscape Architecture,
SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry, Syracuse.

The first paper, by Harper, provides an overview of growing visual quality concerns for
our coastal zone and describes the focus and early resu!ts of this research effort. Two major
research directions were indicated by those initial investigations:  I! perceptions of' and
attitudes toward coastal visual environments by their users and managers; and �! actual
descriptive and measurement methods for analyzing shorescapes. The papers which follow
show some of the implications of these investigations. An appendix outlining more recent
accomplishments is also included.

Nieman's paper identifies difficulties inherent in the first direction  attitude and
preference measurement! and sets the stage for later surveys.

Felleman's papers likewise treat several aspects of the second direction above:
shorescape analysis methods, His first paper, on "Coastal Landforms," presents a basic
vocabulary and types of approaches which have been used to describe and classify landforms,
with special emphasis on those typical of coastal areas,

Felleman's second paper deals more directly with the coastal character of New York
State. A discussion of how landscapes are perceived is also included, followed by presentation
of a computer technique for simulating landscapes which is currently being tested in
shorescape visibility studies.

Felleman's third article focuses even more specifically on a particular coastal
environment: the barrier island. A case is presented for the significant role which barrier
islands can and do play in satisfying two closely related human needs: aesthetic and
recreation al expe r iences.

This collection closes with a bibliography which serves as a starting point for further
exploration ot the topic of visua! landscape quality. Sources are grouped for convenience into
three categories: aesthetics theory, landscape classification, and landscape preference
assessment.

- David 8, Harper
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FOCUSING ON VISUAL QUALITY OF THE COASTAL ZONE �!

David R Harper
State University of'ltfeyv York

College of 1.'nvironrnental Science and Forestry
School of Lattdscape Architer ture

Syracuse, Xeiv York 13210

Abstract. Consideration of aesthetic values on an equal basis with ecologic, economic,
and other values is mandated for planning decisions in the coastal zone. A Sea Grant
research program in New York seeks to provide user-oriented methods for visual quality
protection and control along the state's coastline,

Growing Concern for Visual Quality

Most of us would agree on the dramatic scenic beauty of jagged cliffs plunging abruptly
down to beaches of golden sand washed by clear blue-green surf. And most of us would agree
on the revolting ugliness of oil and sewage sloshing among the wrecks of rotting piers and
rusting half-sunken barges at the backside of one of our coastal cities, Yet most of our
shorescapes are neither as dramatic nor as revolting. Agreement on their visual quality is far
less universal, but awareness of the importance of visual quality is growing.

Recent public concern for visual quality can be seen as a subset of the broader
environmental quality movement. Consciously or not, we often attribute visual quality to
environmentally harmonious features of our surroundings and attribute ugliness to products
oi' environmental degradation or pollution. Our evaluation of visual quality is strongly
influenced by the extent to which the high-rise, the tree, the sign, the beach is perceived as an
integral, functioning part of its surroundings. As with most public outcries, the visual quality
issue has been most stimulated by the negative aspects � the unsightly and ugly. They tell us
something has gone awry. We have bemoaned the loss of visual quality and eventually turned
our attention toward positive action how to improve unsightly scenes and how to protect
attractive areas from visual blight.

Public concern for visual quality, although not new, was focused nationally in Lady Bird
and President Johnson's Beautification Program Subsequent legislation has required equal
consideration of aesthetic values along with ecological, economic, and other social values in
land use decisions. One of six environmental objectives of the federal government, as stated in
the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969  NEPA!, is to "assure for all Americans safe,
healthful, productive, and aesthetically and culturally pleasing surroundings" �!.

ln regard specifically to the coastal zone, the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972
finds that "important ecological, cultural, historic, and aesthetic values in the coastal zone
which are essential to the well being of all citizens are being irretrievably damaged or lost;
special natural and scenic characteristics are being damaged by ill-planned development
This act encourages states to give "full const'deration" to these values in coastal management
programs �!. Under this act, federal grants to states for coastal management program
administration are made contingent, in part, on whether "the management program makes
provision for procedures whereby specific areas may be designated for the purpose of
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preserving or restoring theni for their conservation, recreational, ecological, or aesthetic
values" �!.

State, regional, and local agencies concerned with environmental quality frequently also
have mandates to consider aesthetic values �!. The aesthetic quality issue is currently being
carried a step farther court cases are testing whether aesthetic values alone are sufficient to
halt or modify certam land use actions. The decisions are by no means in total agreement with
one another, but the role of aesthetics  and particularly of visual quality! is clearly growing in.
si gnifi can ce �!.

To require consideration of' aesthetic values is one thing; to incorporate them rationally
and objectively into plans and programs is quite another. Many methods for evaluating the
aesthetic qualities of landscapes have been devised, by psychologists, landscape architects,
foresters, geologists, geographers, and others. Aesthetic or visual quality may be viewed as the
interpretation by an individual, as influenced by his experience, motivation, attitudes, and
other psychological tactors, of a particular combination of external physical stimuli,
predominantly visual. Consequently, these evaluation methods may be broadly classified
according to whether they focus on identifying and classifying personal attitudes and
preferences  individual interpretation! or physical landscape features  the visual stimuli! �!.
Methods vary widely in scale  from regional to site-specific!, in subjectivity or objectivity of
evaluation, and in types of landscapes evaluated. Several recent reviews of landscape
evaluation methods provide more detailed analysis  8!.

Despite a certain availability of aesthetic evaluation methods, they rarely seem to have
found their way into the public planning process. One analysis found that "most planners
interviewed... either had never heard of the methods available or found them useless for
their work  i.e.... too subjective, too time-consuming in data collection, not flexible enough
for diverse planning situations, and too expensive!"  9!. It might be added that they can also
be too complex f' or the uninitiated to employ.

Specific applications of visual assessment methods to coastal landscapes and in coastal
planning are even fewer. A recent volume succinctly compiles the aesthetic aspects of the
water's edge and proposes an approach to systematic evaluation �0!. Even more recent is a
draft manual just produced for the Office of Coastal Zone Management, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration  NOAA!, as an aid to coastal zone management programs in the
states �1!. One of the most graphic and comprehensible applications of visual analysis and
guidehnes for coastal planning is People and The Sound: Shoreline A ppearance and Design, A
Planning Handbook produced for the Long Island Sound Study of the New England River
Basins Commission �2!.

A Visual Quality Research Program for New York

Iri light of the paucity of inclusion of visual considerations in the land use planning
process, and in coastal zone planning in particular, a proposal to define and research visual
quality issues pertaining to New York State's marine and Great Lakes coastal zone was
prepared in 1974 by the School of Landscape Architecture, State University of New York
College of Environmental Science and Forestry, in Syracuse. The proposal was endorsed by
the New York Sea Grant Program  now New York Sea Grant Institute! and funded by the
NOAA Office of Sea Gran  for a two-year period �974-76! �3!.

The project, entitled "Visual Quality of New York State's Coastal Zone", has the
ultimate objective of making visual quality an understandable concept and developing
methods by which coastal planners and managers, residents, and other users can play a
tangible role in promoting and protecting the coast's visual quality. The question of visual
quality has been so open to a multitude of widely divergent interpretations that the
itivestigation began with the preparation of four working papers of background inf'ormation,
They are currently being distributed to selected reviewers for their comments. These papers
are:

Focusing on Visual Qualiry of' rhe Coastal Zone

1. F VAL UA TllVG VISUAL QUALITY OF THF. COASTLINF.:
SOME SIGNIFICAIV T ISSUES

Reviews the literature to explore the complexity of defining aesthetic or visual quality.
Both psychological and physical influences on individual evaluations of' visual quality are
reviewed and discussed. The unique aesthetic attractions of water are considered and some of
the visual aspects of coastal rone boundary definition are presented, This paper provides a
background for subsequent research on visual assessment methods, user perceptions, and
landform analysis �4!.

2. VISUAL QUAI.ITY IJV LAND USE CONTROL

Explores the growth of public concern for visual quality and the history of the
translation of this concern into land use regulation laws in the United States. Emphasis is
placed on actions at the State and Federal levels  e,g., NEPA!, A closer look is then taken at
the limited attention which has been given to visual quality regulation, specifically in the
coastal zone and in New York State �5!. Anticipated investigations to follow up on this
paper will include detailed definition of current and innovative legal devices far controlling
visual quality.

I. A NDSCAPE EVAL UA TION:
A REVIEW OF' CURRFrV T TECHNIQUFS AND METHODOI,OGIF S

Classifies and compares some thiriy recent approaches to evaluating the visual quality of
landscapes. These methods fall broadly into measures of preference or perception of landscape
viewers, or into descriptive classifications of physical landscape features, Discussion includes
the types of landscape evaluated, the features of the landscapes analyzed, the criteria by
which evaluations were made, who made them, and the techniques used for data collection
�6!.

In addition, a bibliography of some 300 entries on landscape perception and assessment
has been compiled. It includes sections on theoretical and research approaches to aesthetics,
on landscape preference assessment, and on landscape classification. With this paper and
bibliography as a start, visual assessment methods are being screened f' or iheir applicability to
the unique linear coastline conditions. Testing of one scenic beauty preference method has
been initiated using randomly selected color slides of' a large partly urbanized marsh complex
on Long Island. Other methods will be tested and evaluated in the second year.

4, COASTAL LANDFORMS A/VD SCENIC ArVA I. YSIS:
A REVIEW OF THE LITLRA TURL;
WITH A PRELIMIIVAR Y FXAlfflrVA TION OF NEW YORK'S SHORELINE

Surveys the evolution ot methods of natural landform classification. Consideration is
given to the varying requirements at different scales. Classifications relating specifically to
shoretorm morphology are discussed in greater detail. Nineteen coastal landform regions for
New York's marine and Great Lakes shores are designated and described, on the basis of
physiographic, geologic, and soil characteristics �7!. Additionally, a representative two-by-
four mile sample site has been selected in each region and cross secti<ins and landform analysis
prepared from topographic maps at I:24,000 scale. Urban forms and land use patterns will be
treated similarly. Detailed field measureinents of landforms at selected sites on the coast will
be undertaken.

To increase their familiarity with the State's shoreline, the researchers have undertaken
a field reconnaissance of the entire shore, by air and by land. The dominant natura! and
man-made patterns and features, visual and physical accessibility to the water, and uses of the
shoreline have been noted and photographed on color slides. Methods of deterniining Nsibility,
both from and to the water, will also be investigated with the aim of defining the "visual
zone" of the coast, an important part of coastal zone definition for management purposes.
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To enhance the usefulness of the slide collection, a cross-referencing system has been
devised which identifies each slide by location, landform features, land use, and other aspects
shown, This collection will be augmented with similarly referenced slides of coastal features
and development in other parts of the world,

An outline has been prepared for an illustrated publication which will describe the
distinctive visual characteristics of New York's Long Island and Great Lakes shoreline, with
respect to the nineteen distinctive regions which have been defined. This publication wiII
include appropriate photography, landform and land use analyses, and other field observa-
tions. Its purpose will be not as a tour guide to specific scenic sites, but as a document to
increase public awareness of the State's varied visual coastal environments.

Another thrust of the research program is in the direction of identifying the perceptions
and preferences of New York's coastal users and decision-makers toward the visual character
of the coast and how it is being treated. A pilot version of a survey questionnaire has been
tested and is being refined and revised for application to various coastal users. In the Iong
range, the purpose of this survey is to categorize the various attitudes toward the coast, to
identify dominant agreements and conflicts, and eventually to seek satisfactory responses
which most equitably meet the visual resource demands and potentials of New York's shores.

A major undertaking in the first year was the organization of a "Conference/Workshop
on Visual Quality and the Coastal Zone," held in Syracuse on 29-30 May, with 100
registrants. Three keynote speakers and eighteen other panelists gave presentations in three
conference sessions: visual attitudes and perceptions, visual quality assessment methods, and
visual quality planning on the coast. Panelists represented university researchers in landscape
architecture, geography, geology, recreation, and other disciplines, as well as private
consultants and public planning and regulatory agencies, Presentations covered a wide range of
approaches from literary to statistical, from theoretical to politically pragmatic. This
concentrated package successfully represented the current status of understanding visual
landscape quality, and particularly that of the coastal zone. The need for integration of
diverse efforts, particularly the adaptation of objective visual evaluation methods to
immediate coastal needs, was clearly demonstrated.

The workshop sessions involved registrants in small group discussions focusing on
specific case studies of typical visual quality conflict situationS found along the coast. These
sessions provided an opportunity for expression of personal attitudes, exposure to others'
conflicting attitudes, and an incentive to seek compromise and understandingin reaching for
resolution to these conflicts, drawing on ideas generated by the conference papers. One of the
most useful outcomes of the Conference/Workshop was the opportunity it provided for a
diverse mixture of researchers, public agents, private practitioners, and coastal residents to get
acquainted, rub elbows, and exchange views �8!.

The above activities are part of a program leading, over the next two or three years, to
the preparation of' several handbooks designed for use by coastal planners and managers.
These handbooks wilt attempt to provide primarily three types of'assistance:  I! methodology
allowing them, with a minimum of professional assistance, to identify and evaluate the visual
quality of coastal areas; �! guidelines for aesthetic design of coastal developments; and �!
implementation techniques and methods applicable to protection and enhancement of visual
resources of the coastline. Towards those ends, the research will focus on further coordination
with the findings and needs of other Sea Grant activities, such as recreational facilities,
engineering, power plant siting, and land/water use policies and controls,
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ASSESSING THE VISUAL QVALITY OF THE COASTAL ZONE'
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Ahsrraetr The visual quality of the coastal zone is an important aspect of coastal
management. However, mechanisms for objectively analyzing visual resources in relation
to the perceptions and attitudes of coastal users are not well developed. The problem is
further complicated by the diverse nature ol ihc groups utilizing various coastal
resources.

The consideration of visual quality as an important element in thc planning process is
rapidly gainirig support among planning agencies, consulting firms. and research institutions.
While there has been considerable documentation of efforts to appreciate, in a literary sense.
the visual aspects of the environment, visual quality has not been a major consideration in
policy planning. Nonetheless. under the term "aesthetics," federal and local guidelines refer to
visual quality as a required consideration on an equal basis with economic, social, and
environmental issues. The problem lies in that understanding visual quality, much less
objectively quantifying it, is at a much lower level of' sophistication than the other issues. As a
result, pohcy planning is, at best, inconsistent and leads to conflicts that further frustrate
attempts to deal with visual quality as a tangible element in the planning process.

One of the upshots of the confusion is tlie adoption, through misunderstanding, of
cosmetic policies and implementation procedures, e.g,, putting fences around junk yards and
cleaning trash out of streams, elc� that, while better than nothing. are expensive and relatively
short-termed. Concomitantly, public opinion has demanded more and Congress has responded
with the National Environmental policy Act  Public Law 91-190, NEPA 1969!, which requires
the Environmental Protection Agency to define a workable procedure for assessing visual
quality impact. Because of the paucity of available information and research, no way
presently exists for establishing objective guidelines f' or application on a uniform basis to
visual quality planning.

In recent years, basically since NEPA, serious attempts have been niade to quantify and
qualify various aspects of visual quality so that they could be utilized feasibly with economic,
social, and environmental planning proposals. While these have primarily been directed toward
forestry, water resources, highway programs, conservation and pxeservation areas, and land usc
planning, the few studies dealing with coastal environments have been developed for the
California coastline. Unfortunately, the very dramatic natural landscapes and visual quality
variables which bless the California coast and the west coast, in general, are not tound on most
of the other coasts of the country. Thus, researchers are faced with the problem of developing
workable objective analytical methodologies that can relate to relatively less exciting coastal
landscapes.

13



lVieman Assessing the Visual ouality of the Coastal Zone

Research interests need to be directed toward the development of methodologies that
relate to application, rather than basic research. They may be thought of as tools to aid
planners and decision makers in their attempts to identify and maintain the visual quality of
the coastal area of their immediate concern. These would hopefully allow their use on a level
comparable with the better known and morc frequently utilized variables common to
planning decisions. In this vein, methodologies for quantifying visual quality may be
considered from two perspectives: visual assessment and user preferences. Visual assessment is
the approach that planners or decision inakers would utilize to evaluate visual quality so that
the implications of environmental impacts or changes may be better understood. User
preference methodologies involve the evaluation of user responses to certain landscapes and
landscape settings. The goal of both approaches, however, is to allow a more objective
evaluation of visual quality so that planners and decision makers will be in a better position to
respond positively to alternative planning proposals that deal with thc visual quality of an
area.

Some of the problems inherent in visual assessment and user pref'erences involve the bias
of the administrator or designer of the inethods by which the experience of the public is
somewhat guided by the perception and attitudes of the individual test and the individuals
administering the test. Bias also comes into play in defining the physical attributes of visual
quality. What one designer may consider important, another may disregard. The range of
criteria offered to the evaluator for preference ranking may not be indicative of his actual
preference. His sophistication in this situation may be overestimated or underestimated, thus
forcing a middle-of-the-road response. As a result, the evaluation becomes indicative of an
average landscape with average likes and dislikes being identified as areas ot high or low visual
preference,

An integral aspect in the attempt to develop workable assessment methodologies of the
coastal zone is the identification of the users of thc visual resource in question. Recognizing
that each group of users wi11 have differing motives for engaging thc coastal environment, it
seems consistent to assume that their perception and thus their attitude toward its visual
content will vary from group to group and situation to situation. In general, coastal users can
be broadly classified as permanent dwellers, part-time dwellers, and visitors. While it is
recognized that this classification is inuch too broad for discrete characterizations, it will serve
to point up one of the problems inherent in any attempt to gain consensus regarding the
visual quality of the coastal zone.

Permanent dwellers are those who live in close proximity to the coastline and are
employed there, as in any inland community, or who have retired there because of the
amenities and life style offered by the existence of the coastal resources. In this respect,
conflicts of perception and attitudes as to what is the proper visual quality stance to take may
continually be at odds. Those earning a living in tlie area may desirc to see further economic
development at the expense of visual quality because of the potential f' or an increase in
socio-economic status. On the other hand, retirees who hope to spend their remaining years in
relative peace and quiet would be loath to see further development of the coastal areas from
the perspective that it would negatively af'feet the visual environment of their retirement
aspiration s.

Part-time dwellers may be classified as those who own or rent cottages or mobile homes
along the coast for extended periods of use--mostly the summer months. In essence, this
corresponds to the second home concept where the family may spend the greater portion of
the vacation period on the coast while actually residing permanently in an inland coinmunity.
These individuals' desires appear to fall somewhere between the adverse positions of the
permanent residents. This position may be described as sufficient economic and social
facilities to make the transition from inland dwelling to coastal dwelling convenient while
maintaining a natural environment of sufficient quality for the enjoyinent of the more active
outdoor recreational aspects, e.g., boating, fishing, and swimming, without a large degree of
controls or other people. Of all the groups, they appear to be the most elite in their desires

and they are the most difficult to satisfy, Because of' their desire to maintain both the
socio-economic situation of their permanent dwelling and the high visual quality of the
unspoiled coastal environment, they often place planners in the difficult situation of deciding
whether to trade off comfort for environmental quality or vice versa.

The third group of users is the visitors. These are mostly recreationists who can be
separated into individuals who rent a camping space for a period of a week or two, to those
who camp only on week-ends, to day trippers. Each has different requirements and thus
places different demands on the visual quality of the coastal area. Those camping the longest
require more facilities in terms of creature comforts, yet they tend to desire a close proxiinity
to the more natural areas of the coastline. The week-end camper needs fewer facilities in terms
of creature comforts but requires more action-oriented recreation activities, e.g., swimming,
boating, and play areas. Finally, there are the day trippers who come to the coastal area to
recreate for the day, with the intention of returning to the place of residence in the evening.
The concern here is almost totally centered around heavy use facilities like picnic areas,
bathing beaches, playgrounds, and the like. While their visual quality requirements may not be
as demanding in the sense of natural areas as other users, they require far more variety.
Because of this demand for variety and their large numbers, relative to other groups, they
potentially will be the most difficult to deal with in a mutually satisfactory manner.

Varying socio-economic situations and use intention would then seem to be major
influential factors in any attempt to successfully assess the visual quality of the coastal zone.
While the groups discussed above can be identified and attempts made to identify their stance
regarding the value of the visual resource of the coastal zone, the problem is further
accentuated by the fact that they do not utihze the coastal areas as separate entities. Rather,
there is much interaction among groups in terms of dwelling location, shopping facilities,
social services, and recreation facilities. The most apparent difference is the intensity or lack
of intensity a certain coastal element wiII receive from any one group at any moment in time.
This leads to problems for coastal planners in that they are forced to react to political
pressures similar to those any community planning agency would face. In this situation, the
problem is magnified because of heavy seasonal use and the relatively fragile physical
ecological characters of the coastal area. Once destroyed, it is not likely that remedial
reactions to correct the situation will have much eff'ect. At a minimum, the cost of such
actions would be extremely high, both in monetary terms and social reactions,

One observation in relation to the development of methods to assess the visual quality
of coastal areas is that, for all practical purposes, they are still theory. While many have been
tested and have been replicated, the results have not been applied to real life planning
situations. They have been suggested as approaches to take and results to consider, but they
have not been processed into the comprehensive planning procedures. In cases where this
attempt has been made, the results have not been processed through the implementation
procedure nor have they stood the scrutiny of numerous review procedures. While almost
everyone agrees that visual quality is an important aspect of the planning process, few have
been successful in gaining its acceptance on a par with economic, social, and environmental
concerns. The implication of these and other similar problems is that more objective and
rigorous techniques should be developed so that effective evaluation becomes the rule rather
than the exception.
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20034. COASTAL LANDFORMS AND SCENIC ANALYSIS: A REVIEW  I!
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illustrations by Grayson Jones

Abstract, Scenic quality is related to man's perception of natural and built form. A
review is made of three visually related landform description approaches: numerical,
geometric, an.d geomorphic. Diversity and complexity of coastal features are examined.
Desirable analysis approaches are found to be sensitive to varying scales, offshore,
beach, bluff and upland elements.

Landform Description

Linton has described scenery as "the form of the ground," and "the mantle of forests
and inoorlands, farins and factories, natural vegetation and human artifacts by which the hard
rock body of the landscape is clothed" �!.

Scenic perception of a landscape involves the generation, transmission, and inter-
pretation of a visual message. This process is illustrated in Figure l.

Of these four perception elements, both landscape and visibility are strongly influenced
by the form of the earth's surface, Therefore, landscape visual quality analyses need a
foundation of terrain description. A major difficulty in the field of visual quality assessment
arises from the inherently personal character of view interpretations coupled with the absence
of a common descriptive vocabulary. Many aesthetic terms may apply to the character of the
earth's surface, for example, unity, variety, contrast, uniqueness, grain, and texture, These

Figure 1. Scenic perception process

1Landscape � a composition of natural and man-made forms
2Visibility � the physicai view zone, and distance relationships between viewer and landscape
3Viewer Environment � the local surroundings, viewer mobility, and sequence of views
4interpretation � the viewer's psychological analysis of a view's content and meaning
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Figure 3. Generalized hill forms
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Figure 2. Valley proportions
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terms, by themselves, are relative abstractions that do not convey a discrete image, It is
therefore highly desirable to develop terminology which conveys images of the various forms
that comprise landscape scenes.

A literature review in the fields of physical geography and landscape assessment reveals a
wide variety of analytical approaches to describing surface terrain. One way to categorize
these techniques is from the standpoint of abstraction. Three general groupings based on
degrees of abstraction can be differentiated: numerical indices, geometrical forms, and
geomorphic origins,

Numerical techniques are the most abstract methods utilized. Use of these techniques to
describe terrain characteristics has gained widespread support in recent years because of their
relative ease of application to extensive areas, and compatibility with computerized data
analysis. Military researchers have developed parametric approaches to terrain evaluation for
planning large scale troop movements. The QREC  US Army Quartermaster Research and
Engineering Center!, in a large regional study, utilized simple topographic map measurements
such as elevation, slope, and number of divides to quickly group areas into twenty-five distinct
terrain regions which contain similar surface charactenstics �!.

Numerical measures have recently been used in scenic analyses. "Landform has
consistently been evaluated on the basis of relative relief � the greater the relative relief, the
higher the scenic value" �!. Leopold, in his aesthetic comparison of river valleys, translated a
wide spectrum of descriptions into a composite rating system. One of his prime measures was
"landscape scale," which relates the height of adjacent mountains to the width of the valley
floor. Numeric measurements thus are used as an indicator of topographic enclosure and
contrast �!. Figure 2 illustrates this basic scale relationship.

Several researchers have undertaken statistical correlations between scenery dimensions
and viewer reactions. Shafer took measurements from ground level photographs which
portrayed actual views. Factors measured on the photographs included perimeters and areas of
vegetation, nonvegetation and water. Study results included linear equations relating
photographic dimensions to scenic preference �!.

Zube, Pitt and Anderson have related measurements from topographic maps to viewer
reactions, both in the field and to photographs of the field scenes. Of the twenty-three scenic
factors studied, seven were directly related to landform: relative relief ratio, absolute-relative
relief, mean slope distribution, topographic texture, ruggedness number, spatial definition
index and mean elevation �!.

These and related numerical methods hold great promise for advancing the rigor of
scenic evaluation. However, by themselves, they inherently contain several difficulties.

"The fundamental objection is a belief that landscape cannot be effective}y valved by
simply measuring and weighing components from a inap or aeriai photo-
graph... problems arise in deciding on weighting... the landscape contributions of
components do not increase in direct proportion io the amount of ihat compo-
nent..."  8!,

A second problem is the difficulty in conveying a clear mental image of the landscape
via mathematical measures. Such an image is critical for communications, planning and design.
The process of numerical abstraction is at least partially irreversible. Geometric-based
landscape descriptions help overcome this latter difficulty.

Geometric descriptions of terrain are widely used by physical geographers. Earthforrns
include both hifl projections and valley depressions. Three-dimensional hill form shapes can be
classified as being a hemi-spheroid  round!, elipsoid  linear!, or complex, It is often
convenient, analytically and graphically, to project complex three-dimensional forms into two
dimensions, plan view and cross section, In cross section, hills can be classified as being
concave, convex, or concave-convex. These generalized forms are shown in Figure 3.

Valleys have also been classified on the basis of geometric cross section and plan view
configuration. An evolutionary generalization of valley cross section hypothesizes that initially
"young" valleys are steep and "V" shaped. After an equilibrium stream profile is achieved,
lateral erosion continues and the section shape is transformed to a rounded, and finally a
broad "U". Valley sections can be symmetrical or asymmetrical,  Glaciation can also carve
"U" valleys!.

The plan view configuration of drainage patterns is an evolutionary function of geology,
climate, and stage of development. Way has illustrated sixteen basic patterns such as dendritic,
rectangular, parallel, and radial  9!. Horton applied numerical analysis to stream patterns,
deriving such parameters as "drainage density" and "stream frequency" �0!. An extensive
exposition of this subject has been written by Haggett and Chorley,

Cressey's Landform Map of New York State is typical of macro-descriptions based on
prevalent topographic relief. Cressey's landform categories include: level plains, rolling plains,
hills, rounded mountains, rugged mountains, and lakes �l!. The geometric terms are clarified
by using numerical values for slope and local relief ranges. A similar mapping system has been
completed for the entire North Atlantic watershed for the Corps of Engineers at a scale of one
inch = 40 miles �2!.

ln contrast to purely geometric descriptions, geoinorphic classifications of terrain
features combine form, evolution, and physical properties. Geomorphology is the "science of
landform" �3!. It is a branch of geology dealing with the many processes of erosion and
deposition and how they have shaped the earth's surface throughout geologic time.

Belcher and Lueder pioneered in the use of aerial photographs to classify landforms for
engineering and land planning decisions. Way has focused these methods on site development,
He defines landform as follows:

"...!andforms are terrain features formed by natural processes which have a definable
composition and range oi physical and visual characteristics that occur wherever the
landform is found. Thus, specific distinctions can bc made ainong landform units, by
v'hich to describe unique topography, composition or structiire, or capabilities." �4!

To illustrate geomorphic processes, the block diagram of Figure 4 depicts some of the
landforms shaped at the margins of continental glaciers.

Way identifies geomorphic forms on the basis of bedrock, climate, topography,
drainage, vegetation, and land use patterns. For each type of bedrock, such as sedimentary, he
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Figure 4. Glacial moraine landforms

TM � terminal moraine
RM � recessional moraine
I M � interlobate moraine
GM � ground moraine
E � asker
DR � drumlins

Table 1. Land unit hierarchyLB � lake bottom
OP � outwash plain
K � kettle Name Description Scale

major climatic region unspecified

1:15,000,000   1581!

1:5 � 1:15m

Land Zonelafter Strahlar and Strahler, 1973, p. 4441

I arid Division continental structure

Land Province

Land Region

large assembly of forms

small range of surface forms having
undergone comparable geomorphic
evolution

1:1m � 'l:5m

Land Systems

Land Facet

1: 250,000 � l: 1m

1: 1 0,000 � 1: S0,000

recurrent pattern of land facets

one or more land element,
part of a homogeneous landscape

simplest part of a landscape,
uniform soi'l, form, vegetation

Land Element 1: 1 0,000

Figure 5. Environmental route location
lafter Mitchell, 1973, p. 48l
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reviews the type of soil associated with the various terrain features, General interpretations for
development of landforms can then be made, including' ,sewage disposal, solid wastes,
trenching, excavating and grading, construction materials, landslide susceptibility, ground
water supply, pond construction, foundations, and highway construction.

Howlet t and Felleman have incorporated the mapping of local landforms in the analysis
of high voltage transmission line routing and impact. As shown in Figure 5, the landforms
served as a multipurpose basis for ranking local visual quality  contrast, uniqueness!, for
delineating the proposed facility's potential visibility  skyline, water crossing... !, and for
anticipating construction and ecological difficulties  steep slopes, marshes... ! �5!

The geomorphic approach has the advantage of bridging the gap between description of
visual forms and the behavioral characteristics ol' the terrain which is a necessary basis for land
development decisions. Methods utilized in geomorphic classifications are more complex than
those needed for numerical or geometric descriptions Due to the uniqueness of local
landform evolution the resultant analyses appear to pose problems for large scale planning
generalizations.

lt is apparent that the scale of a visual analysis study area will, in part, in. fluence the
selection of a terrain description approach. For example, it would be very costly to delineate
Way's detailed geomorphic landforms for an entire statewide study. The issue of scale is
important because resource and planning studies often entail decisions, such as facility
location and site design requiring varying levels of informational detail.

Researchers in geography and geomorphology have addressed this problem by
developing nested hierarchies of terminology. These are analogous to the systems used in
botanical taxonomy. One of the most comprehensive of such systems was proposed by Brink,.
et al, for Australia, Table 1 summarizes lus definition of "land units" �6!.

By comparison, Cressey's "land form categories" of New York State �:3,168,000! are
roughly equivalent to Brink's "land regions", and the Strahlers' glacial landforms are similar to
"larid facets", Project design is usually carried out using detailed terrain information, An
element can relate to areal, linear, or point features. The concept of "land element" is
illustrated in Figure 6 with a longitudinal cross section through a drumlin landform.

Most aesthetic resource studies appear to utilize one to three scales of landform analysis.
The N.A.R. work, cited above, incorporated two levels:

"landscape series" � large area, general tmpression;
"landscape systcmsM - Series Subdivision, dOminant earth fOrmce �7!

The N.A.R. earthform analysis at the "systems" level concentrated on: areal extent,
contrast created by vertical relief, water-land interfaces, and character of spatial enclosure.
The character of a prototypical coastal "landscape system" consisting of a horizontal sandbar
and/or inarsh on the mid-Atlantic coastline is a "landscape systems" exaniple,

A second example of scale hierarchy is contained in the National Forest Service's Visual
Management System. At a gross scale, the study defines 16 major physiographic areas in the
Pacific Northwest, These areas are called "character types" with common vegetation and land,
rock, and water forms. At a finer scale, a further differentiation is made. For example, in the
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Figure 6. Landscape elements

ELEMENT TYPES:

Figure 7A. Erosional shoreline
Areal

TOPOGRAPHIC PLAN Linear

Point
Figure 78. Depositional shoreline

VE RTI CAL SECTION

 after Bird, 1969, p, 1!

Figure 8. Depositional features

Coastal Features

 after King, 1972, p. 503!
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Western Cascades type, four "character subtypes" have been mapped: gorge lands, steep
mountain lands, foothill lands, rolling plateau lands. Individual landforms and landform
elements are the third scale of analysis. These local forms and elements comprise the actual
landscape scenes which are perceived  I 8!.

A clear approach to describing terrain features is a valuable step in developing a visual
assessment method. There is no consensus on methods for articulating surface characteristics
or terminology for describing them. Tests of all three approaches: numerical, geometric, and
geomorphic will be necessary to determine a practical means or combination of methods for
defining visual terrain features of New York's coastline.

A visual assessment approach ideally is suitable for both area-wide activity allocation
planning and local site design decisions. Therelore, it is necessary to establish a multitiered
framework which aggregates characteristic groupings of similar features at the macro scale and
utilizes individual iandforms or sets of landforms at the local scale. The latter would be
applicable to analysis of actual planning and design relating to landscape scenes.

physical geographers and geologists have long studied shore zone processes. This interest
is due both to the importance of shores to man and to the complexity of coastal dynamics.
Three sets of factors interact to generate natural coasta] forms, These determinants include
energy  changing sea levels, wind, waves... !, shore zone material  stationary and moving!,
and the geoinetry of submerged and upland landforms �9!. In this century, the impact of
man  filling, structures, dredging... ! has constituted a fourth major shaping force.

The complexity of coastal geomorphology arises, in large part, from the relatively rapid
 geological time! response to active forces. For example, Shepard and Wanless �0! have
illustrated the dramatic changes in barrier island form and location following major tropical
storms.

Numerous classification approaches for coastal forms have been developed since
Johnson's benchmark efforts in i919, Some of these systems distinguish between shoreside

uplands that are growing and those that are being diminished. Bird has illustrated prototypical
coastal landform elements for two diverse sets of geomorphic situations: cliffed erosional, and
depositional, These are shown in the cross sections of Figures 7A, B.

Figure 7 depicts the general relationship of the water-land iriterface. However, it is in
the plan view  aerial or map! that the great variety of coastal forms is revealed. Figure 8
illustrates one approach to the geomorphic classification of depositional features. These
features affect our perception of shore areas by providing variety and spatial enclosure.
Shepard and Wanless �i! have developed an extensive glossary of shoreline terms.
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Figure 9. Wisconsin shoreline study
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The shoretypes of the Great Lakes in Michigan and Wisconsin have been analyzed in
small scale cross section to assist local governments and property owners in making efficient,
environmentally sound development decisions �2!. Rather then typing landforms, these
studies merely identify changes in section configuration and shoreline materials, Figure 9
illustrates the Wisconsin Study output,

Pincus has researched the erosional characteristics of the Ohio shore of Lake Erie. His
analysis, based on geology, soils, and air photo interpretations begins with classifying
dominant shore features. Although not intended as a visual analysis, the Pincus study
demonstrates the multipurpose usefulness of a rigorous geomorphic landform data base.

Studies of coastal aesthetics are only recently emerging as important inputs to land use
decisions. Litton's "Visual Landscape Units of the Lake Tahoe Region," in Scenic Analysis of
the Lake Tahoe Region �3!; Looking ar the Vineyard: A Visual Study for a Changing island;
and the Environmental Report for the Arizona Station Transmission System are recent
examples of visual inputs to land use planning and decision-inaking.

The N.A.R. study, referred to previously, included visual contrast as a major
determinant of visual quality. Table 2 contains the study's relative generalizations of the large
scale scenic shorefront regions.

Coastal Landforms and Scenic Analysis

Table 2. N.A.R. coastal scenery evaluations

Internal
Contrast

Spatial Variety,
EnclosureLocation Character

Embayed, Rocky

Linear Rocky

Sand Beach-Bluff

Eastern Maine High

Medium

High

MediumCentral New England

Southern New England

M id- At lant tc

Low Low

H or i zonta I Sand
Bar-Marsh Low Low

Urban

New York's Sea Grant Shoreline

New York is unique among Sea Grant States in the diversity of its Great Lakes and
Atlantic Shoreline. The coastal aesthetic research being conducted by the School of'
Landscape Architecture is designed to develop assessment and planning methods for state,
regional and local utilization. The State's shoreline has been divided into nineteen shorescape
provinces based on geomorphic features. Ground and aerial photographic studies have been
made of local features, Analyses are underway for selected sites in each province to test
landform units, landscape dimensions, visibility and viewer preference approaches to
landscape description and assessment.

One of' the most comprehensive scenic analyses of a US coast has recently been
completed for Long Island Sound by Roy Mann Associates, Inc. The study was undertaken
for the National Park Service and the New England River Basins Commission  N,E.R.B.C.!.

In an interim report, the commission identified three shore zone cross sectional types:
flatland, rise, bluff; and three plan view shoreline configurations: straight, projecting seaward,
and projecting inland. These simple shapes resu! t in nine possible three-dimensional
combinations �4!.

The Mann report deals with the subject in much greater depth. Topographic complexity,
shoreline complexity, and uniqueness are just three of eighteen natural and manmade criteria
that were assessed  methodology unspecified! �5!. Utilizing the fact that much of the
Sound's coast consists of' submerged upland hills, the study uses "headlands"  shoreline high
points! to delineate "shorescape units" between protruding headlands. The scale of these
units, averaging one to two miles �,6-3.3 km!, coincides well with an individual's tore and
midground visual perception zone. Adjacent shorescape units of similar character or between
major headlands are aggregated into 40 "coastal reaches" �6!.

The Mann study does not 'identify' individual landforms, The study utilizes twelve
prototypical "shorescape types" which consist of adjacent, visually reinforcing landf'orms and
landform elements. These are illustrated in Figure 10. Also depicted are the study's
conclusions regarding the visual distance at which each type is aesthetically important. Shore
views were analyzed primarily from a boater's position  methodology unspecified!.

The complexity of natural shoreline development processes has led to a wide variety of
dynamic coastal land and water features. In developing a visual assessment approach for New
York's shorelines, a nested hierarchy of scales will be necessary. Initial large scale groupings
can be made on the basis of dominant topographic features and shoreline configurations.
Sampling and testing of methods described previously will be necessary to ensure that shore
zone features are clearly differentiated and communicated. The use of geomorphic terms is
desirable where feasible to provide a linkage to related erosional and land development
analyses. A comprehensive system must include offshore, beach, bl uff, and upland
components. In addition embayment-enclosure relationships must be analyzed.

25
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Figure 'IO. Shorescape types
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VIEWING NEW YORK'S COAST:
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Scenic Considerations of New York's Coast

New York's coast, with the exception of Niagara Falls, contains few areas of
spectacularly unique scenery, Rather, its extensive shores contain a wide variety of subtle,
smaller scale, natural features which are primarily a product of g]aciation and related sea level
changes, A quick overview illustrates the diversity of coastal character.

Beginning on the Pennsylvania border, the Erie lake plain has gentle upland slopes
terminating in a low, linear rock bluff on the shore edge. The Niagara River, with its dramatic
gorge and falls leads to the western Lake Ontario Plain, which is very similar in landform to
Lake Erie. Local variety occurs at the mouth of tributary streams. In the Rochester
metropolitan area the rock bluff gives way to a series of lake-edge wetlands and bays which
are separated from the lake by a series of baymouth bars and spits, Continuing eastward, the
lake edge intersects a region of drumlins, resulting in embayments and highly dissected
sedimentary bluffs, As the lake edge turns northward, a large crescent-shaped barrier bar has
formed enclosing inland wetlands. The lake terminates at the St. Lawrence River, its entrance
containing the famous Thousand Islands.

Southern New York's Westchester and Bronx shore is a submerged rock coast of
numerous small bays and offshore rock features. The present Manhattan shoreline is entirely
man defined. Long Island, the largest island adjoining the continental United States, has four
distinct physical zones, On the Sound side, western Long Island consists of a series of large
bays. Proceeding eastward, the shore becomes more linear and its edge is sharply defined by a
sand bluff. The Atlantic side is characterized by the eastern seaboard barrier island. Its
western end separates the ocean and the extensive Jamaica Bay wetlands,'

New York's population centers have always clustered along its shoreline. Water supply,
transportation, climate, recreation, and amenities have served as strong attractions for a broad
spectrum of land uses. In recent years, growing mobility and recreation demands, increasing
concern for environmental protection, and the need for fuel transport and water edge energy
generation have led to a series of conflicts over land use management in the coastal zone. An
additional concern in New York has been the protection of unique shore edge agricultural
systems, vineyards along the Great Lakes, and potato, truck and duck farms on Long Island.

The pioneering Hudson River Valley Commission established the significance and
legitimacy of scenic issues in governmental management of the water edge. The Commission
was charged with master planning and project review functions for all activities within a visual
corridor up to one-half mile from the River's edge, Similar efforts were undertaken for Lake
Tahoe and the San Francisco Bay.
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A Model of Scenic Perception

Figure 1. Scenic perception process
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As environmental concerns became a popular issue, the National Environmental Policy
Act reiterated the importance of aesthetic concerns:

"... it is thc continuing policy of the Federal Government io... �! assure for all Americans
safe, healthful, productive, and aesthetically and culturally pteavtng surroundings."  S10162!

The Coastal Zone Management Act of !972 requires that aesthetic values be considered along
with ecological, cultural, and economic factors in land use decisions.

Recognition of the importance of scenery identifies a complex problem area. N.E.P,A,
calls for the development of methods and procedures,

"... which will insure that present y unquantified environmental amenities and values may be
given appropriate consideration in decision making along with economic and technical
considerations"  S102B!.

The paucity of scenery description and evaluation techniques available to state and local
decision makers has led to the establishment of the School of Landscape Architecture's
research program as an integral component of New York's Sea Grant planning effort.

A simple model of scenic perception has been developed to help structure a
coinprehensive research program, The model draws heavily on recent research efforts in
environmental psychohigy. Figure I illustrates the model's components.

1Landscape � a composition of natural and man-made forms
2Visibility � the physical view zona, and distance relationships between viewer and landscape
3Viswer Environment � the local surroundings, viewer mobility, and sequence of views
4Interpretation � the viewer's psychological analysis of a view's content and meaning

The landscape composition consists of natural and manmade elements. Although
individually these elements are readily defined and quantified, they occur in an almost infinite
number of combinations of patterns, textures, and colors. Research by Shafer, Zube, and
others has begun to clarify the significance of some of the fundainental landscape types with
respect to viewer response. ~

The term visibility generally encompasses both potential and actual viewsheds, The
former is solely a function of surface topography, while the latter incorporates the reductions
in sight distance caused by local surface features and climatic conditions.

Litton, in his pioneering work Forest Landscape Descriptions, postulated three general
landscape perception zones. As distance from the observer increases from foreground to
midground to background, viewer attention shifts from detail to forms to edges. Thus, viewer
position has a significant eftect on how any landscape is perceived.

Viewer environment includes those local factors which provide the viewer with
supporting or complicating inputs. These may include visual, sound, olfactory or social
conditions such as crowding on a scenic beach.. In addition, whether the viewer is stationary, a
pedestrian, or in a boat or car may have an important impact on landscape perception.

The final interpretation of the observed scene's content and meaning is a psychological
function of the individual. Each of us is unique; however, research by Zube and I!oster and
others has shown that there are some strong similarities of landscape preference among sample
groups.

The first two elements of the model, landscape composition and visibility, are
determined by topography, land use, and vegetation. In general, Americans prefer scenes that
are natural and include water. Analysts are only beginning to examine response differences
between vegetative patterns, and among various shore configurations. Of particular concern in
coastal areas is the impact of clearing, construction, and resultant erosion of water edge bluffs.

One of the central issues in many scenic quality controversies is visibility. Visual access
to the water is a prime consideration of residential, commercial, and recreation developments.
[n contrast, a growing segment of the public is concerried with preserving or enhancing the
natural character of the shore edge. Planning and design proposals frequently incorporate
selected clearing, screening, and vegetative buffers.

The state of the art of scenery analysis has not progressed to the point where either
quantitative methods or expert opinion satisfy the recent mandates for full consideration of
aesthetic considerations. Recent legislation, including the Coastal Zone Management Act,
requires citizen participation in all phases of coastal decision making. The situation is
particularly acute for major development proposals affecting large scale scenes, viewed from
multiple locations by a variety of publics, ln these situations it is highly desirable for
environmental managers to have the capability of simulating existing and proposed views for
the evaluation of alternative courses of action.

PREVIEW � Computer Generated Landscape Perspectives

The US Forest Service has been a leader in the development of landscape assessment
techniques for the multipurpose management of millions of acres of National Forest lands. In
response to recent controversies regarding the visual impact of clearcutting and other timber
harvest techniques, Erik Myklestad and Alan Wagar developed PREVIEW, a program for
plotting large scale landscape scenes.

During the past year, the School of' Landscape Architecture's Sea Grant program has
been adapting this technique for use in coastal applications. The following is a brief
description of the program's capabilities.

input data is coded by means of a coordinate grid of square mtersection points. Three sets of
information mav be incorporated: lopography, utilizing elcvations of grid intersections;
surface character  vegetation type, density, etc.!; and linear features such as roads, shoreline,
and properly boundaries. Each data set can bc translated by the program into a
mathematics  y correct, computer line plot perspective drawing  rom a given podtion looking
at a selected point. Figurc 2 illustrates the topography output, while Figure 3 is an example of
surface character. A simple change in a "command card" can generate a different view of the
study and permits analysis from multiple viewing positions. A typical application would be a
sequence along a waterfront road.

Dynamic modelling is possible via subroutines which compute the growth of coniferous
and deciduous trees. Again, a user-denmed "command card" can generate a time sequence of
plots showing anticipated cftecis of forest management practices.

Additional analysis flexibility is provided through user control of plot scale and vertical
exaggeration. The latter is a powerful toot for clarifying subtle aspects of scenes.

To make the program more useful in coastal areas, a series of modifications and
improvements is being explored. These include:

I, Development of map measurement techniques to aid in optimal selection of grid
scale  particularly critical at the shore edge!;

2. Coupling PREVIEW with other visual modelling techniques such as VISIT to aid
in selection of visual control points;

3. Modification of surface character and growth subroutines to model local conditions,
and the addition of architectural elements; and

4, Enhancement of plotted output through the use of color rendering, photo montages
and other techniques to improve communication of existing and proposed
conditions,
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Figure 2. Topography output

Figure 3. Surface character
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The major thrust of our research efforts is to develop scenic assessment methods and
techniques directly applicable ro regional and local situations, It is our hope that researchers
and managers concerned with visual quality issues in the coastal zone will join with us in
developing and testing this promising approach to understanding a complex problem area.
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AESTHETIC AND RECREATIONAL FACTORS
IN BARRIER ISLAND PLANNING
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"Here is the battleground between the ocean and the land. Here is the surf, which varies from
gentle and playful to awesomely violent. Here the tides move forward and back, stranding the
shells of clams and sand dollars and horseshoe crabs. Here is a rich assembly of easily visible
life, thc fascinating and beautiful creatures, from the darkness. loving ghost crab to the
voracious herring gu!1, that has learned to survive on the bai lefield."

 Jonathan Norton Leonard, "Atlantic Beaches" !

This quote deals with an experience of the shore. If you reflect on your own experience,
you can call to mind lucid images of the shore, both first hand and vicarious as interpreted by
artists, poets, and naturalists. The latter were trying to capture a total essence of the dynamic
power, magnitude, beauty and complexity of the ocean's edge. An elusive goal.

I will concentrate on two areas of major interest. First, I hypothesize that aesthetic and
recreation concerns are two inseparable, desirable and necessary facets of human experience.
Second, I would like to briefly highlight those current aspects of aesthetic and recreation
research which are significant to barrier island analysis and management.

An initial linkage between aesthetics and recreation can be made directly from working
concepts of each:

"Recreation ret'ers prsmarily to creative leisure-time achvriies... 'smce the chief value of
recreation is that it balances the human organism physically and psychologicagy,...  it! must
be based on self choice, initiative, and spontaneity.' "

 Wagar, ! 964!

In contrast, there are no widely accepted definitions of aesthetics  USEPA, 1973!. If we
ignore philosophical discussions of art, and deal only with natural settings,

"The importance of aesiheric quality has revolved around the idea that people receive
psychological benefit from vicv;ing, inhabiting, or otherwise experiencing attractive areas."

 Haskett, 1975!

Beauty, a central factor in aesthetics, has been defined as the,
"... agtuegate of qualities in a thing which gives pleasure to the senses or p!easurably cxa!ts
the mind or spirit."

 Webster's New Collegiatc Dictionary, 1960!

In natural settings, both psychological "balance" and physical exercise can be obtained
by pleasurably interacting with a stimulating environment.

Aesthetic Research

The majority of aesthetic research is primarily concerned with scenery evaluation.
Because of the dearth of clear definitions and widely accepted standards of quality, there is
much popular confusion related to issues of scenery evaluation. Researchers have found it
useful to develop models of the scenery perception process, an example of which is illustrated
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in Figure I  Felleman, 1976!. Such models permit efforts to be focused on clarifying specific
components, such as description of natural forms or dynamic relationships between
components. An example of the latter would be the effect of local noise on a viewer's
judgment of a scene. As components and interrelationships are clarified, diagnostic and
predictive processes should emerge.

Figure f. Scenic perception process

2

1Landscape � a composition of natural and man-made forms
2Visibility � the physical view zone, and distance relationships between viewer and landscape
3 Viewer Environment � the local surroundmge, viewer mobility, and sequence of views

Interpretation-the viewer's psychological analysis of a view's content and meaning

Beginning with the 1962 ORRRC  US Outdoor Recreation Resources Review
Commission! report, Water fi~r Recreation Values and Opportunities, and accelerating with
passage of' l.he National Environmental Policy Act and its charge to federal agencies to,

"... identify and develop methods and procedures... which will insure that presently
unqueniihcd environmental amenities and values may bc given appropriate consideration in
decision making,"

considerable attention has been given in the public. and private sectors to describing,
measuring, and predicting the "quality" which user groups associate with their surroundings.
These studies have been oriented to aiding decision makers in the management of large land
areas, and the siting and designing of recreation and developmen.t projects.

Within the past five years visual analyses have become a standard element of regional
resource planning. The pioneering North Atlantic Regional Water Resources Study  May,
1972! by the Corps of Engineers utilized regional physiographic characteristics and the scale
and pattern of urbanization to differentiate discrete visual units throughout the North
Atlantic Watershed. These descriptions were subsequently arrayed by naturalness, relief,
variety, and water edge to rank visual quality  Research Planning and Design Associates,
1967!.

At a smaller regional scale, the Lake Tahoe study  Litton, 197 1! combined measurable
I'eatures with an extensive analysis of the view from the basin's roads to spatially categorize a
range of visual management concerns ranging from preservation to rehabilitation.

The National Forest Service and Bureau of Land Management have fully integrated
scenic analyses into their multipurpose management programs. The Forest Service has been an
international leader in developing a vocabulary and study tools  such as its computerized
V1EWIT program! to describe and analyze existing scenery, and to evaluate  and modify!
developinent proposals  Forest Services, 1974!. The Office of Coastal Zone Management has
recently published a handbook on Aestlzetic Resources of the Coastal Zone  Mann, 1975!.
These techniques and procedures are adaptable to both agency personnel, and citizens who
can participate through a variety of formats. For example, the Martha's Vineyard study
 Vineyard Open Land Foundation, 1973! utilized "mental inaps" drawn by residents and
visitors to clarify perceptions ol coastal and inland features. Extensive use has been made of
user-preference studies incorporating field visits, photographs, and color slides  Zube, 1974;
Viohl, 1975!.

Aesthetic and Recreational Factors in Barrier Island Planning

Some general conclusions regarding this research are:
1. The aesthetic experience is a complex phenomenon involving the stimuli to the

observer  physical setting!, the transmission of these stimuli to the observer, and
psychological perception and processing by the observer  Craik, 1970!.

2. A good deal of aesthetic research has dealt solely with the visual component of
aesthetics  Mann, 1975!. This is due in part to the visual usually being our dominant
sense, and in part to its being the easiest to document, and model  Litton et al., 1974,
p. l3!.

3. It is now possible to fairly accurately predict a pussive viewer's response to a static
moderate to large scale landscape based on the composition of the scene. The middle
ground is established as the key visual line between foreground details and
background form  Forest Service, Vol. I, p. 16, 1972!, In particular, water edge,
topographic relief, physical enclosure, degree of naturalness and other measurable
dimensions are strongly correlated to viewer response  Zube, 1974; Shaier, 1969!.

4. Quantification of scenic quality for use in environmental decision inaking would be
possible only il all interested user groups share thc same attitudes and values, and the
decision process includes extensive participant interaction  Landscapes Limited,
1974!.

I have been able to locate no extensive application of these approaches to barrier
islands, This is due to the lack of recent governmental attention. The N,A.R. study classified
them as exhibiting a low scenic potential because the rating factors used � internal contrast,
spatial variety, and sense of enclosure � as in other systems, are based on geomorphic features,
and the shallow relief and linear form of barrier islands and beaches frustrate the application
of such existing techniques.

The difficulty is threefold: The fine grained features of barrier islands are often not
clearly exhibited in the secondary data sources  maps, air photos! typically used in such
regional studies  Felleman, 1976!. Terrestrial analysis is slow and expensive. The usual
substitution of scenery for aesthetics does not account for the strong multisensory inputs
available on barrier islands. In addition, barrier islands are experienced by active pedestrian
recreationists, not auto or tour based viewers as in many parks and forests. Leonard �972, p.
107! expresses the experience as follows:

"Now the beach was all my own, utterly virgin, not a print on it except the delicate
embroidery made by the feel ol' lit le shore birds. Nothing looked different from the day
before, bui in my solitude, the beach felt different, The air smelled pure. The shore on which
thc waves werc breaking seemed as dcsertcd as in thc far-olf time before even the lirst Indians
settled along the Atlantic coast. 1 looked around for signs of man,' there were none. No planes
marred the sky, no boats the ocean. The emptiness of the beach made me feel all the more
intimately tied io it. Everything I observed seemed focused with an extra intensity, as if I
were looking through a microscope and a telescope ai the same time,"

Rather than to passively observe, as we might at Old Faithful, Niagara Falls, or on the
Maine or Oregon coasts, a barrier island compels us to interact with the fine grained
environment. The noises, smells, winds, and spray create a total experience in which all the
senses are orchestrated. The lack of a distinct middle ground in the visual continuum
exaggerates the immediate local surroundings  hot sands and cold foam on our bare feet!
while the ocean-sky horizon creates a humble feeling of finiteness.

The challenge is to develop efficient local-scale methods for utilizing available visual
analysis techniques, and to supplement these analyses with other sensory data.

Recreation

The previous discussion has dealt mainly with aesthetic concerns of a hypothetical single
person in a totally natural setting. Such a inodel is, of course, not representative of our
present and future experiences on barrier islands. Two modifications are necessary to fully
comprehend the recreational problem. First, the vast majority of outdoor recreation is done in
groups. Thus, people are not only interacting with the environment but with each other.
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Conclusions

 wilderncss Aci of 19641
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Second, the human presence necessarily modifies the experience of one's physical environ-
ment.

Barrier islands can potentially host a variety of recreational activities. In light of the
policy of the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 to:

"... preserve, protect, dcvclop and v here possible, to restore or enhance the resources...",
we can group these activities by their level of development intensity. Intensive activities
generated by or near residential and resort areas involve long term structures which must be
carefully located and designed, such as tennis courts and clubhouses, Extensive activities, on
the other hand, are uniquely suited to barrier islands. Camping, swimming and outdoor
education require relatively few structures with the latter utilizing many elements of the
dynamic resource base  Conservation Foundation, 1975!. The National Seashores afford many
opportunities for such appropriate low-intensity uses.

Finally, the recreational opportunity for which barrier islands have no peer is the
oceanfront "wilderness" experience. The environmental and psychological need for preserving
remote natural settings rats recognized early in this century with the creation of' the National
Parks. The Wilderness Act of 1964 has clarified both the experiential concept and the
leadership role of the Federal Government in providing such opportunities to our citizens:

"A wilderness, in contrast wiih those areas where man and his own works dominate the
landscape, is hereby recognized as an area where the earth and iis community of' life arc
untravelled by man; v;herc mao himself is a visitor v;ho does not remain... rvhich �!
generally appears io have been affected primarily by the forces of nature, with the imprint of
man's work substantially unnoticeable, �! has outstanding opporiunitics for solitude or a
primitive and unconfined  ype of recreation..."

There are substantial problems involved in managing recreation in sensitive, dynamic
environments. These interrelated issues can be categorized as subsets of "carrying capacity"�
"the ability of something to absorb outside influence and still retain its essence"  Penfold,
1972!. The issue subsets include:

� Physical Carrymg Capacity � for example, effects of trail erosion;
� Ecological Carrying Capacity � the condition of food chains, habitats, and species

behavior;
� Psychological Carrying Capacity � the effect of visitors on the capacity of the

wilderness to yield satisfying experience to others.

Much research has been undertaken in each of these areas. Briefly summarizing, physical
carrying capacity, although quite complex, can be systematically studied and lends itself to
quantification and management practices  Nerikar, et al., 1976; Ketchledge and Leonard,
1970!. Ecological carrying capacity analyses are in relatively primitive states due to the
difficulties in establishing base level information and constructing dynamic models. This
situation may be further complicated in barrier islands where the natural terrain is in a
constant state of flux.

Environmentally based development plans represent malor advances but are open to
criticism on the basis of their static nature  Ris, 1974!. Psychological carrying capacities
involve all the senses as well as the cultural and educational background of the users.
Significant progress is being made in establishing visual, noise, and user-density criteria for
various q'uality levels of wilderness experience  Wagar, 1974; Stankey and Lime, 1973!.

If carrying capacity, in all its dimensions, is to become an operational approach to
management, processes will be needed to control the amount  and possibly type! of users. The
erosion of quality in our National Parks is directly a function of overuse. Approaches
currently being tested include: first come-first served, permits, lotteries, and "risk zoning"
 Echelberger, et al,. 1974; Greist, l 975!.

Aesthetic and Recreational Factors in Barrier island Planning

Aesthetic and recreational considerations can play a central role in the wise management
of our nation's barrier islands. Fxisting methods of analysis must be adapted to the unique
features of these fragile systems. Experience in resource management has demonstrated the
need for a comprehensive approach. This will entail both the integration of various analytical
inputs as well as the administrative mechanisms necessary to manage the entire set of islands
as a whole.
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With the relatively recent upsurge in research related to man-environment relations
numerous journals, bibliographies, research papers, etc, have been published. These represent a
range of attempts to describe, classify and assess various aspects of the natural and man-made
environment, singularly and as they interface in the "real world." While the study of man and
his concomitant environment is often confusing and difficult to understand, much less to
effectively deal with, the entrance of multiple disciplines, designers on the one hand and social
scientists on the other, has served to spawn an enormous potential for interdisciplinary
research and information exchange.

A related, but distinct, characteristic of man-environment relations is the growing
importance of aesthetics and visual quality, The entire question of assessing and experiencing
intrinsic visual quality, while largely neglected by most environmental researchers, is now
viewed as an integral part of environmental research. As a result, the consideration of visual
quality as an important element in the planning process is rapidly gaining support among
planning agencies, consulting firms, and research institutions, While there has been
considerable documentation of efforts to appreciate, in a literary sense, the visual aspects of
the environment, visual quality has not been a major consideration in policy planning.
Nonetheless, under the term "aesthetics," federal and local guidelines refer to visual quahty as
a required consideration on an equal basis with economic, social and environmental issues.
The problem lies in that understanding visual quality, much less objectively quantifying it, is
at a much lower level of sophistication than the other issues. As a result, policy planning is, at
best, inconsistent and leads to conflicts that further frustrate attempts to deal with visual
quality as a tangible element in the planning process.

This bibliography is intended to give a comprehensive list of materials that represent the
present "state-of-the-art" of the description, classification, and assessment of visual quality. In
an attempt to be systematic and to give the reader a clue to what references represent which
area of visual quality concern, the bibliography has been divided into three components and
key words or descriptors have been utilized to further clarify the component. There may be
disagreement as to the proper placement of a reference in a component, and, a reference may
belong in more than one component. However, the intent is to give the reader a place to begin
the pursuit of research in one of three areas of visual quality:

1. Theoretical and Research Approaches to Aesthetics, Visual Quality, and Human
Behavior.

2. Landscape Classification: Description, Discussion and Methodology.
3. Assessment of Landscape Preference: Methodologies, Factors and Considerations.
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